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Abstract

Resistance evolution is a common problem in cancer therapy, especially for genet-
ically heterogeneous tumors that may harbor resistant subpopulations at the onset of
treatment. Thus, designing therapeutic regimens that inhibit the spread of resistance
is an important problem. Since higher drug concentrations increase the fitness of resis-
tant cells, drug concentrations below the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) may delay
disease progression once resistance has evolved. This strategy was recently termed
adaptive therapy. There have been several efforts to model adaptive therapy, but most
have used non-spatial models in which limited resources enforce competition between
sensitive and resistant cells. We propose that in the absence of resource constraints,
space may provide a substrate for competition in solid tumors. Using a spatial Moran
model, we show that drug concentrations below the MTD delay disease progression
in spatially structured tumors, but only under spatial arrangements defined by the
‘topological containment’ of resistant cells by sensitive cells. We use a toy example of
nested resistant and sensitive cell populations to derive an optimal drug concentration
and confirm our prediction using stochastic simulations on a 2D and 3D lattice.

Introduction

The evolution of resistance is a major obstacle to successful cancer treatment. Though re-
sistance evolution has always been an important problem, research in this area has become
particularly important because of the high prevalence of resistance against targeted thera-
pies (Engelman and Settleman, 2008; Pao et al., 2005; Antonescu et al., 2005), which are
drugs that target specific molecules involved in oncogenesis. One way to combat resistance
evolution is by optimizing drug doing schedules. Though high drug concentrations improve
patient survival in the short term, they also hasten the evolution of resistance. Effectively
balancing this tradeoff will require a detailed understanding of the evolutionary processes
that govern the emergence and distribution of resistant tumor cells. Much work in this area
has focused on preventing the de novo evolution of resistance (Foo and Michor, 2009, 2010;
Chmielecki et al., 2011). However, extensive intra-tumor heterogeneity revealed by multi-
region sequencing (Gerlinger et al., 2012), raises the possibility that tumor sub-clones with
resistance mutations may already exist before the onset of treatment (Bozic and Nowak,
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2014; Misale et al., 2012; Diaz Jr et al., 2012), especially for late stage disease (Leder et al.,
2011). Though combination therapy can be effective for tumors with pre-existing resistance
mutations (Bozic et al., 2013), this approach may not always be possible due to a lack of al-
ternative drugs or mutations with cross-resistance. Thus, there is a need for dosing strategies
to minimize long-term tumor growth when resistance against all available drugs is already
established.

Early attempts to optimize chemotherapy dosing for tumors with resistant subpopulations
used differential equation models and techniques from optimal control theory. In this vein,
Martin et al. showed that maintaining a large tumor burden could maximize survival time
by inhibiting the the growth of the resistant subpopulation (Martin et al., 1992). More
recently, Gatenby et al. described adaptive therapy, a strategy that exploits the fitness cost
of resistance to control tumor growth over the long-term. The aim of adaptive therapy is to
maintain a constant tumor size using the least chemotherapy possible in order to maximize
the competition between sensitive and resistant cells (Gatenby et al., 2009). Gatenby et
al. demonstrated the efficacy of adaptive therapy in vivo and in silico, modeling tumors
as well-mixed populations whose sub-clones compete over resources that are not directly
specified.

Given the importance of space as a substrate for competition in solid tumors, it is notable
that much of the work in this area has relied non-spatial models of tumor growth. To
address this gap, we use a spatial Moran model to determine the optimal dosage of targeted
therapy for tumors with resistant subclones. Consistent with the work of Gatenby et al.,
we find that permitting the growth of sensitive cells so that they compete with resistant
cells minimizes long-term growth of the tumor. Strikingly, however, the efficacy of this
approach is strongly dependent on the spatial arrangement of sensitive and resistant cells.
In particular, permitting the growth of sensitive cells can only limit the total growth rate
of the tumor when the resistant cell population is topologically contained by sensitive cells,
meaning that no resistant cells directly contact – and thus compete with – normal (non-
tumor) cells. Topological containment maximizes the competition between sensitive and
resistant cells, since topologically contained resistant cells can only expand by displacing
the surrounding sensitive cells. Using a toy example of topological containment on a the
d-dimensional lattice Zd, we derive an optimal drug concentration for the control of tumor
growth, which leads to a long-term growth rate that is 2-fold lower than would be obtained
using the maximum tolerated dose (MTD). Stochastic simulations confirm that our derived
concentration is optimal, but only when the resistant population is topologically contained.

Methods

We use a continuous-time variant of the spatial Moran model first proposed by Williams and
Bjerknes (Williams and Bjerknes, 1972) – also known as the Biased Voter model – which has
been widely used to model tumor growth (Martens et al., 2011; Martens and Hallatschek,
2011; Durrett and Moseley, 2015). In our model, cells of different types occupy positions
on the lattice Zd and spread to adjacent sites according to a Poisson process determined by
their growth rate. Normal (non-cancer) cells are type 0, sensitive cancer cells are type 1
and resistant cancer cells are type 2 (Table 1). We assume that all lattice sites are always
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occupied, but that the set containing tumor cells is finite. We let type i cells have growth
rate ρi, and assume ρ0 = 0 and ρ1, ρ2 > 0. To model targeted therapy, we include an effective
drug concentration parameter λ ∈ [0, 1], under which the sensitive cell growth rate becomes
(1 − λ)ρ1. Though the true relationship between drug concentration and growth rate may
be nonlinear, we assume that all growth rates between 0 and ρ1 are theoretically attainable,
meaning a linear model can be used without loss of generality. For the sake of simplicity, we
do not allow λ to vary over time.

Cell type Interpretation Growth rate
0 Normal (non-cancer) 0
1 Sensitive (cancer) (1− λ)ρ1
2 Resistant (cancer) ρ2

Table 1:

The remainder of this section is organized as follows: (1) We state a general formula for
the population growth rate for each cell type under arbitrary spatial arrangements; (2) We
introduce a toy example of topological containment and derive the optimal drug concentra-
tion for minimizing long-term tumor growth.

1. General population growth rates

For each time t, let ξi(t) ⊂ Zd be the set of lattice positions occucied by type i cells, and let
Pi(t) = |ξi(t)| be number of type i cells. We now discuss the rates of change dPi/dt. Since a
population can only expand at its leading edge, its total growth rate depends on the number
of edges it shares with other populations. Therefore, we define Ei,j(t) to be the total number
of edges that connect a type i vertex to a type j vertex at time t.

Proposition 0.1. If P1(t) and P2(t) are finite, then at time t,

E
[
dP1

dt

]
=

(
(1− λ)ρ1 − ρ2

)
E1,2 + (1− λ)ρ1E0,1 (1)

E
[
dP2

dt

]
=

(
ρ2 − (1− λ)ρ1

)
E1,2 + ρ2E0,2 (2)

Now we consider the effect of the drug concentration λ, with aim of minimizing to the
total tumor population PT = P1 + P2. As shown below, the ability to control PT using λ
depends critically on the value of E0,2. First, note that by Proposition 1:

E
[
dPT
dt

]
= (1− λ)ρ1E0,1 + ρ2E0,2 (3)

Case 1 : If E0,2 = 0 then E[dPT/dt] depends directly on λ. In this case, we say that the
resistant cells are topologically contained by resistant cells. Topological containment
occurs when the resistant cell population is nested within the sensitive cell population
(Figure 1A).
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Case 2 : If E0,2 > 0 then the second term of Eq. (3) is positive and may to increase over
time, leading to runaway growth of resistant cells and loss of control over PT afforded
by λ. Geometrically, this case occurs when resistant cells come into direct contact with
normal cells (Figure 1B)

When resistant cells are topologically contained (case 1), increases in λ translate directly
to decreases in dPT/dt. Paradoxically, however, setting λ too high may disrupt topological
containment by allowing resistant cells to outcompete the sensitive cells that surround them
(Figure 1C). Once topological containment is disrupted, the tumor’s leading edge can grow at
the unchecked rate of ρ2, rather than (1−λ)ρ1, which can be tuned by the drug concentration.
Thus, to optimize λ we must strike a balance between preserving topological containment
and minimizing sensitive cell growth. This tradeoff leads to the following question: For a
tumor with topologically contained resistant cells at time t = 0, what is the maximum value
of λ that preserves topological containment for large t? We address this question in the
following section using a toy example of topological containment.

high λ

low λ

time

A

ξ
1 
 (sensitive) ξ

2 
 (resistant)

E0,2

B C

Figure 1: Schematic of topological containment on the lattice Z2. (A) Resistant cells (red)
are topologically contained by sensitive cells when they do not come into direct contact with
normal cells (white background). (B) The number of edges connecting resistant cells (type
2) to normal cells (type 0) is denoted by E0,2. Topological containment occurs when E0,2 = 0.
(C) When the drug concentration (represented by λ) is too high, resistant cells grow faster
than sensitive cells, leading to the disruption of topological containment.

2. Toy example of topological containment

To set the stage for our analysis for sensitive versus resistant cell competition, we begin by
characterizing the dynamics of sensitive cells alone. In particular, given a single sensitive
cell at the origin of Zd at time t = 0, we would like to know the shape and growth rate of
ξ1(t) for all t > 0. Since rigorously characterizing ξ1(t) is beyond the scope of this paper,
we conjecture the following proposition, which is heuristically supported by prior literature
(Bramson and Griffeath, 1981; Williams and Bjerknes, 1972) and confirmed by simulation
(Figure 3).

Proposition 0.2. Let ξ1(0) be a single vertex at the origin of Zd. Then for all t > 0:

1. The shape of ξ1(t) is approximated by Bd
r(t), the d-dimensional ball of radius r(t)
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2. The radius r grows linearly at a rate dependent on λ: dr
dt
≈ (1− λ)ρ1.

Next, we introduce a toy example illustrating competition with resistant cells that are
topological contained. Consider two concentric balls, with the outer ball containing sensitive
cells and the inner ball containing resistant cells (Figure 2A). Let r1(0) and r2(0) denote
the initial radii of the outer and inner balls respectively, so that ξ2(0) = Bd

r2(0)
and ξ1(0) =

Bd
r1(0)
\Bd

r2(0)
. Proposition 1 shows that ξ1 remains a ball as t increases and indicates its rate

growth. We now state a similar proposition for ξ2.

Proposition 0.3. Let ξ2(0) = Bd
r2(0)

and suppose ξ2(0) ⊂ ξ1(0). Then for all t > 0 such

that ξ2(t) ⊂ ξ1(t):

1. The shape of ξ2(t) is approximated by Bd
r2(t)

2. dr2
dt
≈ ρ2 − (1− λ)ρ1.

Taking Propositions 1 and 2 together, we can predict the behavior of ξ1 and ξ2 over
time. Both will retain their approximate shape as d-dimensional balls whose radii change
linearly with t. This will remain the long-term picture if dr2

dt
≤ dr1

dt
. On the other hand, if

dr2
dt
> dr1

dt
, then the inner ball of resistant cells will eventually overtake the other ball (Figure

2B), disrupting topological containment and allowing the tumor to grow unchecked. The
balance between dr1

dt
and dr2

dt
depends on λ, as shown below.

r1
r2

ξ
1 
 (sensitive) ξ

2 
 (resistant) time

low λ

high λ

A B

Figure 2: (A) An inner ball of resistant cells concentric with an outer ball of sensitive cells
provides a toy example of topological containment. (B) The radius of each ball changes
linearly over time at a rate dependent on the drug concentration λ. When λ is high, the ball
of resistant cells grows faster than the ball of sensitive cells, allowing resistant cells to fix in
the population.

Proposition 0.4. Let ξ2 and ξ1 be concentric balls with radii r2 < r1. Then dr2
dt
≤ dr2

dt
⇐⇒

λ ≤ 1− ρ2
2ρ1

We can now determine the optimal drug concentration when ξ1 and ξ2 are concentric
balls. Since long-term control of tumor growth relies on topological containment of resistant
cells, we seek the highest drug concentration that preserves dr2

dt
≤ dr1

dt
, i.e. that maintains
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topological containment over the long-term. According to Proposition 3, this concentration
is:

λ̂ = 1− ρ2
2ρ1

(4)

Intuitively, λ̂ is optimal because (1− λ̂)ρ1 = ρ2/2, so that the sensitive cell growth rate under
λ̂ is half the resistant cell growth rate. As a result, the growth advantage that resistant cells
have over sensitive cells exactly matches the advantage that sensitive cells have over normal
cells, meaning dr1

dt
= dr2

dt
.

Results

We first used simulations to test Proposition 2. Recall that ξ1(t) denotes the set of sites
occupied by sensitive cell at time t. Proposition 2 states that if ξ1(0) is a single cell, then for
all t > 0: (1) ξ1(t) is approximately spherical; (2) the radius r of this ball grows linearly in
t; (3) the rate of growth is proportional to the growth rate of sensitive cells. We initialized a
square grid (side-length = 300) and one sensitive cell at the center square, call it vcenter. We
computed an outer radius of ξ1(t) as r(t) = maxv∈ξ1(t) |v−vcenter| at regular time steps, ending
the simulation when ξ1 first touched the wall of the container. We consistently found that
ξ1(t) was approximately disk shaped (Figure 3A); that its radius increased linearly over time
(Figure 3B); and that the rate of increase was proportional to the sensitive cell growth rate
(Figure 3C). Repeating this analysis on a cubic lattice (side-length = 200) yielded similar
results (Figure 3D-F), suggesting that Proposition 1 generalizes across dimensions.

We next tested the impact drug concentration on the long-term growth of a tumor with
topological containment. Implementing the toy example described in Methods, we initialized
a square lattice (side-length = 300) with an inner ball of resistant cells (radius = 9 cells)
concentric with an outer ball of sensitive cells (radius = 36 cells). We first tested the three
drug concentrations: λ = 0 (no drug); λ = λ̂ (optimal drug concentration); and λ = 1
(maximum tolerated dose, or MTD), using growth rates ρ1 = ρ2 = 1. Note that in this case
λ̂ = 0.5 (Eq 4). When λ = 0, tumor growth began immediately and proceeded unrestrained
at the rate ρ1 = 1. When λ = λ̂, tumor growth began immediately but at the slower rate
(1 − λ)ρ1 = 0.5. The rate of growth in this case remained slow due to the preservation of
topological containment. When λ = 1, growth proceeded in two phases. In the first phrase
(0 < t < 50), the total tumor population stayed constant as resistant cells expanded within
the stalled ball of sensitive cells. In the second phase (t > 50), which was characterized by
a lack of topological containment, the tumor grew unrestrained at the rate ρ2 = 1 (Figure
4A,B). Thus, after a sufficient length of time t ≈ 100, the total tumor population with λ = λ̂
was smallest among the three tested concentrations.

To further validate λ̂ as the optimal concentration, we tested a range of λ values in
the interval [0, 1] (20 Monte Carlo runs per value). For each simulation, we computed the
waiting time until the total tumor population reached 5 × 104 cells, which was maximized
for λ = λ̂ (Figure 4C). We note that although the predicted concentration λ̂ was optimal, it
only led to a modest increase in the waiting time (about 25%) when compared to the MTD
(λ = 1). However, it is worth pointing out that the difference in waiting time for λ = λ̂
vs. λ = 1 is comparable to that for λ = 1 vs. λ = 0, meaning the gain in survival time
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Figure 3: (A) After 100 times steps ξ1 has a disc-like shape, as predicted by Proposition 2.
(B) The radius of this disk increases linearly over time. (C) The rate of increase dr/dt is
equal to the sensitive cell growth rate. (D-F) Same as A-C but in dimension d = 3.

for adaptive therapy vs. MTD is equal to the gain for MTD vs. no drug at all. We note
that the limited gain in waiting time for MTD vs. no drug may seem at odds with clinical
observation, since drugs can can often lead to substantial increases in survival despite the
evolution of resistance. We address this discrepancy in the discussion.

To assess the importance of topological containment, we repeated each of the above
simulations, but with the resistant population beginning at the edge of the tumor rather
than the center (Figure 4D). Under this arrangement the increase in waiting time for λ = λ̂
vs. λ = 1 was only 6%, significantly decreasing the efficacy of adaptive therapy (Figure 4E,F).
Similar simulations carried out on a cubic lattice generalize these results to dimension d = 3
(Figure 5).

Discussion

We have used a simple spatial Moran model to assess the long-term impacts of different
drug concentrations on tumors with a resistant subpopulation. We found that using inter-
mediate drug concentrations can minimize tumor growth in the long-term, but only when
resistant cells are topologically contained. This work highlights the importance of the spa-
tial arrangement of resistant and sensitive cells, which has received littles attention in the
recent literature on adaptive therapy. Though our model provides proof-of-principle for the
importance of spatial arrangement, it has important limitations.

First, we acknowledge that the increase in waiting time to cancer for MTD (λ = 1) versus
no drug (λ = 0) in the 2D model (Figure 4C) is about 33%, which is quite small. However,
we note our model is initialized with a large tumor burden in which a substantial proportion
of cells are already resistant to therapy. It is plausible that only small increases in survival
time are possible for real tumors that fit this description at the start of therapy. Second,
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we note that in our model adaptive therapy can only slow tumor growth by a factor of two,
whereas Gatenby et al. suggest that adaptive therapy can stop tumor growth altogether
(Gatenby et al., 2009). The main reason for this difference is that Gatenby et al. use a
Gompertz growth model, which includes a carrying capacity, whereas we do not include
a carrying capacity. We hypothesize that phenomena such as competition for nutrients,
gradients in drug concentration or cooperativity between tumor cells could collaborate in
our model to establish a system in which adaptive therapy stops tumor growth completely
as opposed to just slowing it down. We have chosen not to model these phenomena in order
to maintain a parsimonious model. However, exploring the interaction between topological
containment and these higher order determinants of tumor growth may be a fruitful area for
further research.

Figure 4: (A) Sensitive cells (green) and resistant cells (red) shown at three time points
(columns) growing under three drug concentrations (rows) from a common starting config-
uration. The rightmost column shows the long-term effects of different drug concentrations.
When λ = 0, sensitive cells form the leading edge of the tumor, leading to the growth rate of
ρ1. When λ = 1, resistant cells eventually form the leading edge, leading to a growth rate of
ρ2. When λ = λ̂, on the other hand, topological containment maintains sensitive cells at the
leading edge, while the drug attenuates their growth rate to ρ2/2. (B) Growth curves for
the three drug concentrations show that after t = 100, the intermediate concentration λ = λ̂
results in the least tumor growth. (C) The waiting time until the tumor reaches 5 × 104

cells is greatest when λ = λ̂. (D-E) The advantage of the intermediate drug concentration
λ̂ is abolished when resistant cells are not topologically contained.
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Figure 5: See Figure 4
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